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Introduction

In the post-human genomic era, more and more other genomes have been sequenced. Comparative
genomic analysis gives us an opportunity to find out the similarities and differences among different
organisms. Moreover, comparative analysis of metabolic pathway can give us important information on their
evolution and potential pharmacological targets. In this study, we propose a cross-species pathway
comparison method on customized starting and ending points of pathways. We use both the reconstructed
pathway information of different microorganisms from KEGG [2] and the Pathcomp [5], which can generate
possible pathways between two compounds, to generate all possible paths in specific organism for
decomposition of pathway. With this method, we can find out organism-specific alternative pathway and the
similarity between the species compared.

2

Method

2.1 Pathway and similarity definition
In this study, pathway is defined as a directed graph which consists of the set of vertexes V and the set of
edges E and is denoted by G(V, E), where a vertex represents a metabolite, an edge represents a reaction and
direction of edge represents the direction of reaction. GA(CÆD) and GB(CÆD) represent a pathway from
compound C to compound D in organism A and organism B, respectively, Path(G) stands for the set of paths
in the graph G, || stands for the cardinality of the set. The similarity of GA and GB from compound C to
compound D can be formularized as

Similarity (GA(C → D ) , GB ( C → D ) ) =

Path ( GA( C → D ) ) ∩ Path ( GB (C → D ) )
Path ( GA( C → D ) ) ∪ Path ( GB (C → D ) )

(1)

2.2 Decomposition of the metabolic pathway to all possible paths
First, the reaction information and compound information are gathered from KGML [6] and LIGAND
database [1] in KEGG, respectively. We constructed the graph from specific starting compound to another
specific ending compound by using the information from the reaction section of KGML. Then, Pathcomp
was used to find out all the possible paths in the graph.
2.3 Cross-species comparison

Given SA as the set of all possible paths in species A and SB as the set of all possible paths in species B,
we do all against all comparison between SA and SB. We use two different methods to compare the metabolic
pathway differences among various species.
First, given two path strings S1, S2 from species A and species B, respectively. The program compares S1
and S2 by using exact string matching with two different criteria: “functionally matched” means we only
consider whether the function of reaction is the same, in other words, only compare compound sequence. On
the other hand, both compound sequence and reaction sequence are considered in “topologically matched”. If
there is no any difference between two strings, we consider the path common in the two species compared.
Second, we use dynamic programming algorithm to do global alignment of one reaction sequence from
species A and another one from species B. The information content [4] of reaction classification (RC)
number [3] is used as the score. It is easier to derive common reaction mechanism in pathway from RC
number than EC number. In addition, we also check log odds ratio to ensure the matching is not randomly
matched.
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Result

The result shown in Fig. 1 is the comparison of Escherichia coli (eco), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (sce)
and Salmonella typhi (sty) from alpha-D-glucose-6-phosphate to pyruvate, the path length set to equal or less
than 10. Functionally matched exact string matching and the number in the graph show the number of path
found. The result shows the similarity among three species compared. With the data, we found that E. coli
and S. typhi are very similar (similarity(Geco,Gsty) = 0.62) to each other but they are not similar to yeast
(similarity(Geco, Gsce) = 0.06, similarity(Gsty, Gsce) = 0.07). With the different match criteria used, we also
found that the common paths in topologically matched are less than functionally matched (not shown). This
is reasonable because topologically matched method is stricter than functionally matched method. In addition,
common paths and organism-specific paths can also be shown in the output (Fig. 2). We can find out
organism-specific paths and the paths are the potential candidates of alternative pathway in the specific
organism. To validate the result, our program interface can also output the compound structure and the
mapping of the reaction to known pathway. Validation of the results by using thermodynamic property of
reactions is planned for our future work.
Salmonella specific path:
sty Unique path :
*7 C00668 <R01786> C00267 <R00878> C00095
<R00867> C05345 <R04779> C05378 <R01070>
C00111 <R01016> C00546 <R00203> C00022 [show
reaction chain] [reaction map to pathway]

Fig. 1. Venn’s diagram shown the similarity
among three species compared

Fig. 2. The result of organism-specific
paths (partial)
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